Best Dressed Boy, Girl to be Elected Wednesday

Merchants To Give Winners Costly Prizes

Five Girls and Eight Boys Submit Petitions

From the eight boys and the five girls nominated for the best dressed boy and girl at Rice, the student body will vote from 8 a.m. to 12 midnight, Wednesday, April 11, for the best dressed boy and girl. The voting will be held in the official Thresher hotel, Wednesday night.

ROCKWELL LECTURER

Sigma Xi to Hear Dr. W. Johnson Monday Evening

Physiographer to Talk About Carolina Crayfish

The third annual meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society will be held at the Rice Institute by President Squire H. Handley, Ph.D., and Dr. W. Johnson Monday evening. The meeting will be held in the Physics Amphitheater before the Rice Chapter of Sigma Xi, national honorary scientific society, according to Dr. George S. Barden, secretary of the local chapter.

The Carolina crayfish will be studied as a case study in Dr. Johnson's speech and the scientific studies of the problem will be pointed out. He will also outline the work which they seem to enjoy most and the philosophy of the animal's place in nature. The discussion will be followed by a question and answer period.

Confidence Champions Play For National Honors

French Plays Are Rescheduled For Thursday, April 11

Because of a conflict with the scheduled time of the annual French play in BrownFeld, the play scheduled for Tuesday, April 9, for BrownFeld at 8:15 p.m, will take place on Thursday, April 11, at 8:15 p.m., in the Physics Amphitheater.

The play, "Altitude 3200," which was rescheduled earlier in the season, both comedies, "Two Curved Drives," and "The Iron Man/," will take place on Thursday, April 11, at 8:15 p.m., in the Physics Amphitheater.

The players for Rice are to be announced and the plays will be presented by the Rice French Association.

French Petitions Submitted For ECW Student Council

Fifteen Petitions Submitted

For Duchess Election Monday

Rice Men Offered Summer Jobs As Camp Counsellors

Each student interested in making the most of the summer is encouraged to make the most of his time by taking advantage of the opportunities available to him.

Activity Slips For Campanile Must Be Filed By Tomorrow

Debaters To Meet, Stanford Thursday

Brannon Five In Kansas City For Zone Final

Craddock May Start At Forward For Institute Five

Rice and the East will play each other in the Zone Final, Dr. Douglas Wilson Johnson, president of the Interfraternity Council, announced.
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Six of Graduating Engineers Already Have Secured Jobs

Deed Discloses Places Obtained By Senior M. E. Students

Now six engineering seniors, who have graduated andfinished and are about to embark on a course of graduate work in the various engineering schools of the country, have obtained places at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of Illinois, the University of Minnesota, the University of Missouri, and the University of Wisconsin.

In addition, another student has accepted a position at the University of Illinois.

J. B. Clark will work for the Standard Oil Company of California, Robert McCall will work for the National Cash Register Company, and John R. Fairbanks, a member of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will work for the General Electric Company. A graduate student at the University of Minnesota will work for the Gulf Oil Company.

The students who have already accepted positions are:


Mr. Anderson and Mr. Jackson are both members of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Mr. McElroy is a graduate student at the University of Minnesota.
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**HORSES AND WOMEN**

If you've ever had all the fun, now it's your turn! We've brought together the horse women of every region, with instructors, clinicians, and competitors from all over the country. This is your chance to show off your skills, face new challenges, and make connections with like-minded equestrians.

**Location:**
The Event Center, 123 Horse Farm Road, Anytown, USA

**Schedule:**
- March 1-3: Horse Shows and Clinics
- March 4: Competition Finals

**Register Now**
Join the adventure of riding and competing with the best of the best. Don't miss this opportunity to be part of an unforgettable equestrian experience.